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Abstract 

In today's era everyone wants security in data transformation but it is very 

difficult to protect your system and data from attackers. There are some 

software's and methods which gives you the surety of security like snort. Snort 

is An network-centric item. As a intrusion identification system, it could 

investigate movement inline or offline. Snort basically depends ahead a 

"known bad" alternately "suspected bad" approach, watching movement for 

examples that relate with pernicious or suspicious action. At snort detects such 

activity, it  called (passive mode) or square (active mode). The primary may 

be an IDS; the second an IPS.   This is a review paper which includes the 

information about snort, its working, installation process, components of snort, 

modes of snort, rules of snort and its uses. 

 

Keywords: Snort, Intrusion detection and protection system, Authentication, 

Honeypots , Intruders and Network security . 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A. Snort is free open source IDS and one of the oldest ones with hundreds and 

thousands of users. snort is fast. it can run at g bit/s rates with the right hardware. 

snort will be An well-liked system built interruption identification framework that is 

used to review system packets Furthermore think about the individuals packets with 

the data about glorious strike mark What's more Snorts assault signature data database 
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might additionally make rationalized period Toward occasion. Concerning illustration 

those set from claiming associations surroundings transform under multifaceted Also 

tremendous level, and interruption occasions make changed over under incidental. It 

recommends significantly over the ground strains of the interruption identification 

technologies, requesting interruption identification framework will unite majority of 

the data situated from different situated. Of associations What's more host and 

mediator the work of the entirety situated from claiming connections, suitable 

forewarn interruption identification Furthermore answer-paid Thus.   Snort is An 

network-centric item. As a intrusion identification system, it could investigate 

movement inline or offline. Snort basically depends ahead a "known bad" alternately 

"suspected bad" approach, watching movement for examples that relate with 

pernicious or suspicious action. At snort detects such activity, it  called (passive 

mode) or square (active mode). The primary may be an IDS; the second an IPS. If we 

talk about its installation process than snort can be download from its official website 

at http://www.snort.org. snort is supported on a number of hardware platforms and 

operating system, Linux, open BSD, free BSD, net BSD, window etc.  

There are some components of snort:- 

Packet decoder, Preprocessors, Detection engine, Logging and alerting system, output 

modules. 

There are some modes of snort:- 

 Sniffer mode- In this mode you don't need a configuration file to run snort in 

the sniffing mode. 

 NIDS mode- In this mode it uses its rules to find out if there is any network 

intrusion detection  activity. 

 Packet logger mode- In this mode snort logs the packets to disk.  

How snort work in IDS?? 

In a snort based Intrusion Detection System, first snort captured and analyze data, 

then it stores this data in the My SQL database using the database output plug-in. 

Rules of snort:- 

 Snort standards are utilized for plain content files. 

 Adding new guidelines with snort will be Similarly as straight forward as 

dropping those files into/etc/snort/rules/. 

 Bunches of decides might be stacked starting with grunt. Conf utilizing the 

"include" explanation.  

 Rules might match anything, Technical- web attacks, cushion overflow, port 

scan etc.. policy/user oriented- URL filtering, keywords, forbidden application 

etc...   

 Uses of snort:- 

 Snort has ability to perform real-time traffic analysis and packet logging on 

internet protocol(IP) networks. 
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 The system make used to identify probes or attacks, including, However not 

constrained to, working framework finger printing attempts, normal passage 

interface, cushion overflows, server message block, issues Furthermore stealth 

port filters. 

 For testing the snort:- 

  You can manually check Snort using some simple test rules. In order for this 

test to work, you'll need to add one or more of these rules to your setup. The 

easiest way to do that is to add them to the bottom of your snort.conf file, 

though you could also create a test rules file and 'include' that in snort.conf. 

You must also have the ability to send packets from a network defined as 

$EXTERNAL_NET into the network defined as $HOME_NET (see your 

snort.conf file and How to define Snort's configuration variables). 

1. alert ip any -> any (msg:"Got an IP Packet"; class type :not-suspicious; 

sid:2000000; rev:1;) 

2. alert icmp any  -> any (msg:"Got an ICMP Packet"; class type :not-

suspicious; sid:2000001; rev:1;) 

3. alert icmp any -> any (msg:"ICMP Large ICMP Packet"; d size:>800; 

reference:arachnids,246; class type :bad-unknown; sid:2000499; rev:4;) 

 

The 1st two grunt tenets ought further bolstering produce an caution upon perceiving 

whatever ip alternately ICMP packet, individually. Since they will trigger ahead very 

nearly each absolute bundle on the system these aren't tenets you need to run on An 

intensely stacked processing segment! run them for a littler alternately test fragment 

In fundamental. The last rule is a copy of SID (rule) 499 (Note that Snort.org reserves 

SID 1-1,000,000 for "official" rules. To use the modified rule above, ping -s 1024 

{target host} (Linux) or ping -l 1024 (target host) (Windows). If none for these tests 

work, then grunt probable isn't attempting or packets aren't getting through. Don't 

overlook should uproot your test guidelines The point when you are done.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Snort applying in network. 
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B.  Intrusion Detection and prevention system provides you the following benefits:- 

1. Identifying strike Furthermore Different security violations. 

2. Recognizing the hurt Furthermore influenced frameworks. 

3. It doesn't endure for the unsafe security. 

4. To security model Also implementation, meets expectations Concerning 

illustration personal satisfaction control. 

5. Sparing problem-behaviors Toward expanding those gotten danger of 

disclosure. 

6. Displaying components about intrusions, conceding remedied identification, 

recuperation and restorative measures. 

7. Posting the display malware starting with Around and outside an 

arrangement. 

8. Watching What's more dissecting workstation or organize framework action. 

9. Checking the framework configurations What's more vulnerabilities. 

10. Assessing the integument from claiming fundamental framework Also 

majority of the data files. 

11. Estimating unpredictable exercises. 

 

Features of IDS:- 

1. Timeliness: the property ensures that At whatever abnormal conduct 

technique could be distinguished inside stipulated duration of the time 

alternately barely then afterward that duration of the time. 

2. High probability of detection: it certifications should identify The greater 

part of the abnormal conduct in the system. 

3. Low false-alarm rate: this property permits a couple numbers of false 

alarms. 

4. Specificity: When assault is recognized detailed data must make accessible 

thus should get An superior reaction. 

5.  Scalability: adaptability could be connected with huge and little networks. 

6. Low An from the earlier information: this property necessities any rate as of 

from the earlier majority of the data concerning possibility assailants What's 

more their methodologies. 

 

Fig. 2 Intrusion Detection System 
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II. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

1)  In this paper [1] the author explains  some snort and honey port points and also 

implemented their model with the help of ASCII value security. this implemented 

model will crack the SQL injection. SQL injection basically try to vanish the security 

of web application etc. author give brief introduction on SQL, SQL injection attacks, 

ASCII and honey ports. also suggest some drawback of SQL injection. after that, 

author purposed one flowchart and given proper experimental result. in purposed 

model :- 

 Firstly attacker will come on gateway sever. 

 Than going on proxy server. 

 Than signature will be detected.  

 If signature is matched than attacker will drop. 

 If signature is not matched than ASCII values not matched. 

 Than message will go to honey port. 

 At last honey port will update the IDS. 

after reviewing this paper, as a future work we can say that if we apply any other 

encryption technique like PKI rather than ASCII. this security is more effective. 

 

2) In this paper [2]  author first discuss about digital life and machine dependency.  as 

the schedule become busy people get more depend on the system. as the dependency 

increased the authentication become more important. authentication is very important 

in all network and transactions. because at that time attacker get more benefits. they 

get more chances to attack on network or transactions. author tried to give advanced 

scheme for authentication.  

In purposed model author give some points like registration server, resources provider 

registration, user registration with registration server, mutual authentication from 

registration server. afterwards, author give comparison table between security 

mechanism and other relevant schemes. this table gives the different attacks are 

satisfying the security property or not. 

     

3) In this paper [3] author basically focusing on intrusion detection system. author 

discussing about snort intrusion detection system. snort uses signature based IDS 

because snort is open source software. they detect the attack with using IDEVAL. 

afterwards, they give brief introduction regarding IDS. its features and benefits. after 

that author surveyed on some literatures and then  given some IDS types, their 

advantages and disadvantages. then explains snort components. In last author gives 

conclusion in which he wants to say that snort should updated regularly because after 

some time our snort get familiar with attacks so it is unable to detect the attacks. after 

reviewing this paper as a future direction we can say that if we use another technique 

of snort or honey port rather  than signature based IDS than security will achieve 

more efficiently. 
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4) In this paper [4] they focused on rule based approach to detect different kinds of 

malwares. author more focus on malwares. In this paper they try to increase the rules 

so that the size of database increases with the help of this. author also purposed one 

model. In this model firstly collect the rule, then analysis the rule, then calculate the 

rule scores. if rule is greater than its value than discard the packet otherwise store the 

rules in keep.rules file. at last update the database. 

In conclusion they relate their work with previous work and give some table to detect 

the values of rules. also give some future work. In future work author suggest assign 

different weights to different parameters which will conclude threshold values.    

 
5) In this paper [5] author focusing on  network security. they try to improve the snort 

IDS rule for the network probe attack and also compared with the existing work and 

finally analyzed with wire shark software. author classified the attacks on the basis of  

profile. they compare with the detection scoring truth which is better than existing. It 

generate alarm once instead of again and again. Author give full detail of networks 

probe attacks, IDS and snort IDS. There are total rule types of SNORT and author 

gives the best performance in updating all 6 rules. author also give comparison  in all 

rules. In  conclusion the author confirm that his tested snort IDS can detect 100% of 

network probe attacks. also clear that they must update their  snort  rules  regularly.  

As a future work, we can say that if we detect other network attacks like tear drop 

attack, eves drooping and data modification with this technique than there would be 

more areas of research. 

 
6) In  this paper [6]  author focusing on mobile agent based intrusion detection 

system. they discuss about misuse detection approach which is known as DIDMAS. 

they compared their work as a scalability with centralized IDS snort system. they 

discuss about rapid growth of internet in today's era. afterward author explained full 

detail of intrusion detection techniques with their years. how they work with different 

behaviors in different years. then mobile agents are explained on the basis of 

autonomy, mobility, rationality, reactivity, inferential capability, pro-activeness and 

social ability. then author explains the advantages of using these mobile agents in 

intrusion detection system. well what is DIDMAS system ?  

The disseminated structure about DIDMAS may be created about different helpful 

communicant What's more collective operators to gathering Furthermore examining 

Massine sums for system movement known as individually sniffer, filter, abuse 

identification What's more news hound operators.  

Then author explains brief introduction regarding sniffer agents, filter agents, misuse 

detection agents and reporter agent. then shows graph and bar graph on the bandwidth 

consumption and no of packets. In conclusion, author concluded his research on the 

basis of performance scalability  , detection delay and extensibilty.      
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III. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

After Studying all above papers it is clearly confirm that there are many more options 

to do work to increase the security of network and any system. Because the usage of 

the systems and online networks are increasingly vastly. In future work we can design 

an algorithm which contains the any encryption technique to attain the security  of 

data. Than this secured data if we used in snort based IDS than attacker would fail to 

crack the security or firewalls. also we can say that if we achieve the security with 

firewall than use snort based IDS than it is also effective.    

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As a intrusion identification system, it could investigate movement inline or offline. 

Snort basically depends ahead a "known bad" alternately "suspected bad" approach, 

watching movement for examples that relate with pernicious or suspicious action. At 

snort detects such activity, it  called (passive mode) or square (active mode). The 

primary may be an IDS; the second an IPS. In this paper we have reviewing on 

different modes and uses of snort. how snort is work and it achieve the security. In 

nutshell, we would like to conclude that providing snort software to your system is 

good idea which detects malwares and false activities.   
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